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Dagaprint was founded as a family business in 1997. Today our “family” has more than 50 creative 
and ambitious members most of them have been with us for over a decade.

We are specializing in the production of high quality labels for the wine, spirits, cosmetics and 
food industry. 

Our company is committed to innovation and a culture of continuous improvement. We 
constantly invest in new technologies and pioneer new standards and achievements which keeps 
us in a leading position in the label printing industry.

In the printing business for over 24 years we have achieved excellence as a result of high 
performance throughout our entire organization – inspection, evaluation and execution of every 
detail along the process so that the end result exceeds our customers’ expectations.

Nowadays, we are proud to work for over 50 prosperous companies around the world, including in 
the USA, Germany, Switzerland, Italy, the Netherlands, the UK, Spain and more. 
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SERVICES & EMBELISHMENTS

OFFSET ROLL PRINTING 

DIGITAL ROLL PRINTING 

SHEET OFFSET PRINTING

SHEET DIGITAL PRINTING

DESIGN AND PREPRESS STUDIO

EXPOSURE STUDIO
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Take advantage of the effects, which we offer, in order to put an emphasis on a specific feature of 
your company or the characteristics of the product. This individual feature could make the 
customer choose your product over the others.

OUR LABEL EFFECTS

Hot foiling / stamping

Tactile varnish / Silk screening

Doming /Liquid Metal/

Embossing / Debossing

Holograms

Microengraving

Laminating



THE WAY WE WORK
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INFORMATION REQUIREMENT:

The first step of our collaboration requires the working files of your labels in PDF for print format 
or AI /Adobe Illustrator/. We also need information about the quantity, sizes, type of paper and 
effects, if any. If there are effects on the labels, we need to know which ones you would like and 
their location on the label.

Additional information that we require as a starting point is also the delivery address with a 
contact person name and phone number, as well as the invoice address of the company with the 
VAT number, if you have one. We also need to know the roll direction, as the file will be kindly 
provided to you to fill it in. 

PROCESS OF COMMUNICATION & ACCOMPLISHMENT:

Once we have your working files and the necessary information, we will send you our price offer, 
based on your requirements. Our price offer varies, depending on the complexity of your project, 
effects and quantity. Basically, the more quantities you order, the less will be your price per label. 
We will do our best to send you our special prices for each of your orders. After we receive your 
approval of the price offer for a specific order, we will send you your working files for approval, 
which you have to approve as well and let us know. Then we will proceed with the printing process. 
We require technical time of about 10 working days to accomplish a new project, after we agree 
on all specifications and approvals. For already accomplished projects, we will need around 5 to 7 
working days.

TRANSPORTATION:

For the shipment of your labels, we use the services of TNT company or DHL, depending on your 
preferences. There are two options for shipment, the one is Normal delivery, which takes about 4 
to 5 working days for shipments in Europe, and the other option is Express delivery, which takes 
up to 2 days to arrive, after we ship your production. Of course, the express delivery is more 
expensive, but if you would like to know the price, we can always let you know this information in 
the morning of a delivery day. TNT and DHL company do not operate on weekends, so please 
consider this information, as well.

PAYMENTS & DEADLINES:

Regarding the payments, we need 100% advance payment for the tools, that will be used and 50% 
advance payment for the labels. The due amount can be arranged up to 30 days after the 
shipment of labels. Of course, if our mutual partnership continues in a satisfying way for both 
sides, we can arrange further preferable options for payment deadlines, if requested.
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CONTACT

office@dagaprint.com

phone: +359 894 469 333

Address: 41 Veliko Tarnovo street

City of Lovech 5500, Bulgaria

COSMETICS 
INDUSTRY 
LABELS

FOOD INDUSTRY 
LABELS

https://www.facebook.com/dagaprint/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/printing-house-daga-llc
https://twitter.com/HouseDaga
https://www.instagram.com/dagaprint/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSlXuAJCHTHeHvmg6YOabxg

